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INTRODUCTION

Maine is experiencing hotter summers, more intense rain events, and winters with rain and 

fluctuating temperatures that make afternoon skates on tkQuad(e cmor)10.2 asatily less common.nd 
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Bowdoin’s 2042 Plan builds on a long history of greenhouse gas reduction initiatives. In 2007, 

Bowdoin College committed to become carbon-neutral by the year 2020. Bowdoin released 

a detailed Climate Neutrality Implementation Plan (“2009 Plan”) to achiei162/eutat oin Coobonoeleased 



In April 2018, Bowdoin announced a very significant milestone: the College had achieved 

carbon neutrality two years ahead of the 2020 goal. Emissions had been slashed from more 
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SCOPE 1, PHASE 2: FISCAL YEARS 2038–2042 
As the campus transitions to an LTHW system, the College plans to continue to utilize the 

central heating plant, converting steam to low-temperature hot water for distribution. Once 

buildings and district infrastructure are fully converted by the end of fiscal year 2037, the 

College will assess options to generate LTHW from low- and zero-carbon sources.

The College worked with an engineering firm (MEP Associates) in late 2019 and throughout 

2020 to examine and assess less carbon-intensive alternatives to heat campus over the next 

twenty years. While several possible options were considered, including biomass and biofuels, 

the energy study ultimately recommended a conversion of the campus heating system to a 

geothermal system that could rely on electricity to move and heat air and/or water through 

ground-source heat pumps. In fact, the MEP study identified the geothermal exchange system 

as the only solution currently available with an appropriate scalability for a project of this 

size, considering the geographic location, environmental objectives, and physical campus 
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Phase 2 (2038–2042) 

• Eliminate Scope 1 emissions by 2042 without the purchase of carbon offsets for Scope 1 emissions. 

• Decommission or retrofit the existing heating plant in favor of a new energy station powered by 

• 
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renewable energy compared to current campus electricity requirements. As the College looks 

to 2030 and beyond, the greening of the grid and the long-term solar PV contracts allow 

the College to shift its focus to reducing other sources of emissions, including the potential 

conversion of Scope 1 emissions to Scope 2 through electrification.  

SECTION 3.0  
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While the impact of campus waste is minimal on overall greenhouse gas accounting, any 

actions that reduce waste and increase reuse, recycling, and composting will continue to 
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or our opinions.  

• We need the linguistic skills and cultural sensitivity to collaborate with and learn from 
others.

• We need policy options and legal opinions, persuasive arguments, mathematical 
models and economic analysis coupled to the science and ethics to better understand 
the merits  
of alternative paths.




